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Comments:  

The author made a noticable progress with the quality of his M.A. thesis, however, it still is full of factual 

and logical errors. The text shows signs of insufficient author’s orientation in statistics if that is something 

which should be assessed here. The structure of the text is very poor and the parts of the text as a whole are 

not well interlinked. For example, the author presents vaguely and selectively the European Union informa-

tion policy by selecting a few basic texts on the highest level of political agenda (strategy), i.e., the texts 

which are very general and vague by their definition. More than that, I could not find a part devoted to a con-

temporary Digital Agenda for Europe.  Then the author jumps to the problem of computer literacy while not 

citing important policy documents focused on this issue. The chapter on computer literacy is strongly biased 

towards computer anxiety issue which is not used at all in the empirical part of the work. If I am not right, 

the author should prove the opposite. On the other side, he uses a wide variety of relevant texts from peda-

gogy, sociology and psychology to introduce the issue` his research effort is noticeable and the result bears 

the marks of scientific work. Pity the chapter does not have a conclusion it deserves and ends up suddenly 

and once again with stating the vagueness of the EU information society concept. As a participant in the 

Czech part of the World Internet Project, I must oppose most information stated by the author on p. 34. The 

sample size did not “ ranged from a minimum of c. 3,000 in 2005 to a maximum of c. 4,400 in 2008” (as can 

be seen on p. 46 where the author gives the correct numbers) and, regretfully, it was not right that “it is a sin-

gle dataset which can be compared with any of the other datasets collect by the WIP in the same year in 

countries in the rest of the world” as majority of countries used methodology which prohibited a meaningful 

comparison. Besides, the last sentence on p. 34 is not finished. 

The author’s conclusions about relations between politics and Internet use in the Czech Republic are prob-

lematic as the text does not devote a page to the Czech information policies and its potential links to the In-

ternet diffusion. The level of European strategic documents is not enough to understand the role of the state 

in the informatisation process. 

On the other hand, there is a structure, yet not perfect, and the author proves the hypothesis he states while 

being aware of the limits of available statistics (p. 25-26).  Also, I value some good comments on an ideo-

logical nature of EU info policies. 

The goal as stated on the first page is to “understand the term [i.e., information society]as it used by the EU, 

to determine what exactly is meant and how we determine whether or not policies created by the EU have 

promoted the information society.” The author reached this goal only partly as he is not trying to re-construct 

the meaning of the term in the european political discourse; instead he repeatedly states that themeaning of 

the term is vague and not unified and lack precise cohesive definition. So we should ask. is that really “a 

failure” that EU does not possess “a clear vision of what exactly it is that one should expect “information 

society” policy to achieve.” (p. 15) Should politics be positivistic according to the author? 

 

Therefore, based on above comments, I would recommend the thesis to be accepted. According to my opin-

ion, however, it should not be marked better than as sufficient. 

 

  

Instead of conclusion: is the author really serious when stating that after the 1989, the Czech Republic be-

came a “modern” state due to “westernization” and that it witnesses an “increasingly similar level in quality 

of life” (p. 75) ?  



Specific Questions for oral defence: 

 

Why does the author think that the data “produced” by the Ministry of Informatics would be the most repre-

sentative compared to other sources the author is using? (p. 47) 

 

How differ the EU information society construction between 2000-2010 and nowadays? What are the main 

differences between the two decades that could affect the author’s analysis? 

 

What the author means by “direct statistics” when stating that there are “no direct statistics to measure com-

puter literacy”? As far as I know, the MI survey used the methods of direct measures in its second wave. 

 

Can the author interpret the table 6 on p. 6? Is arithmetical average a sufficient measure to interpret the data 

in the figure 24? What other measure does author need to confirm his conclusions from the fig. 16? 
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